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Marriott wants to build loyalty with luxury travelers by providing transformative experiences

If research commissioned by Marriott International and some of its partners is correct, you probably approach travel
like Marcel Proust who said, "My destination is no longer a place, rather a new way of seeing," says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Forbes

Stocks rebound after tumbling amid worries over U.S.-China tensions

Just days after President Trump announced a "BIG leap forward" in relations between the U.S. and China, tensions
between the two economic heavyweights are escalating once more. This time, the focus of the friction is on Meng
Wanzhou, scion of a Chinese telecommunications giant, says NPR.

Click here to read the entire story on NPR

Tesla plans to use stock-cash mix to pay off March debt

Tesla Inc. has notified holders of bonds due in March that if they elect to convert the debt, they'll be paid with a 50-50
mix of cash and stock, according to a copy of the settlement notice seen by Bloomberg News.

Click here to read the entire story on

Gucci unveils a host of DSM-exclusive items

As usual, this Gucci collection is full of decorative statement pieces, but the burnt yellow tracksuit stands out as the
perfect mix of casual and luxury. The all-over print puffer is a close second, says Highsnobiety.

Click here to read the entire story
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